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About This Software
Have you always wanted an easy way to control your stream without complicated keyboard shortcuts? Easily change scenes,
hide sources, and mute your mic when sneezing? Go from regular cross fades into full-scene animations? Have a nice sound
board to enhance your commentary? Then this product is for you!
Tokavuh Stream Control allows you to connect your mobile device to OBS Studio or Streamlabs OBS and control it as well as
provide some missing functionality. Start and stop streaming, display death counters, animate items on screen, animated full
scene switches, sound board, run applications, and much more! It's all available at your fingertips with no extra hardware, no
waiting for delivery, with limitless upgrade possibility in the future.
Install Stream Control on your gaming PC and connect almost any mobile device with a browser to it for total control. No wires,
no hassle, no extra installations. You can create your own functionalities by building up from the blocks provided in the
application. Supports dual PC configuration and unlimited amount of buttons and folders!
If you happen to like keyboard shortcuts but want more functionality than the basic applications provide, we support those also.

Future plans
Support for other streaming applications, more functionality, easier animations, everything the community feels would help
them to provide a professional streaming experience.
For Android devices you can install Tokavuh Stream Control in Google Play Store or use the web view available within the
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application. iOS application available from TestFlight at https://testflight.apple.com/join/HZo6YO8B.
Note that obs-websocket must be installed for the connection to OBS Studio to work! Get it at https://github.com/Palakis/obswebsocket. Streamlabs OBS does not require this part.
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This train is quite different from the others. Different driving method, great scenarios with diesel involved and, its different, but
good.. Feels like a good Lovecraft\/Poe book. Atmospheric, cozy and intriguing.. It has deer. Project Rhombus is a tantalizing
rhythm game with a simplistic yet stylized presentation with great execution and fastic music. Easy to get into yet demanding of
just one more play, it is only hampered by its limited features. Pick from easy, regular and hard. Additional unlocking of
options are available (although I have not unlocked them as of yet). Nevertheless, I really recommend picking this up and
playing. If you are a fan of rhythm games, it is sure to please.. I am still figuring out the scoring and mechanics of this game, but
it is beautiful and a fun casual game best played late at night wtih headphones.. Eh / 10.
The actual gameplay elements are pretty lacking. You fight dudes that spawn until you've killed them all on a tiny map. Map
design / layout isn't great. Enemy design isn't great. Hero design isn't great.
I don't really understand how this is "inspired by Risk of Rain". Risk of Rain had a clear goal & solid gameplay choices while
this just seems a hodge podge of "yea, 2D, with some dudes, against enemies, and items or something".
Q: Well what's the progression mechanic?
A: Uhhh kill some dudes!
Q: How do you get stronger?
A: Let's give them some items or something.
Q: How do they manage that while fighting?
A: Idk
. Well after years of playing this game form almost the launch of Test Server and regular servers I'm done. The years of milking
$$$$ from the "Beta" line to hide the lazy Devs at Daybroke, Just Survive are shuting down all servers because monthly wipes
was all they had. No new real content for a long while. They really had a beautiful game and♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥it away. SO long
Day BROKE you suck.. \u0414\u043b\u044f \u0442\u0435\u0445 \u043a\u0442\u043e \u0448\u0430\u0440\u0438\u0442
\u0437\u0430 \u0444\u0440\u0438\u043a\u043e\u0432 \u0432 \u0441\u0435\u0442\u0438
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Pros:
Let's be honest:
1. It has kitten.
2. It's simple.
3. It's FREE.
So I played it.
When you've reached certain age that you either:
1. become so lazy,
2. become too tired to bother,
3. enjoy the Smiths,
4. or can't no longer handle complex gaming (like me),
you'll need game like this (probably).
*Cons:
I don't like the voice acting. I find it annoying and kind of ruins the game experience.
I know, I know, this game is FOR KIDS, but still.
Hope there were someway to mute the voice acting sound,
or just simply turn it to real cat's meowing (it will be better that way).
But because it has kitten in it, I will recommend it.. Love this game more than my family.. As a life long Trek fan and PC gamer
for as long as PC games have been around, this game is something I have wished for longer than 40 years. Any self respecting
Star Trek and/or space simulation fan owes it to themselves to get this game. Finally I sit on the bridge of the original enterprise
and command her crew and operate her controls myself (I say this with a huge grin).
As a pretty hardcore simulation nut though I do wish/hope for a few more things... like full three dimensional navigation, not
just a plane I can move above or below a little bit. And more than anything I would truly ask the developers of this dream-cometrue to PLEASE add a custom mission editor allowing us to create our own maps and missions. This would really provide
longevity to the experience. Lastly, of course I would like to be able to play different factions, especially the Klingons and
especially in multiplayer against players of different factions.
Lastly, thank you to the developers for your wonderful work! Please keep adding to it for all of us!
Oh, PS - Although the TOS Enterprise bridge is totally beautiful, she is missing the chronometer from the base of the astrogator
console. =P. An alright casual game. I've played them since I was young and found them a little more challenging than other
games of their kind. A good time waster, but certainly not anything super special.. What can I say its free.
However, it just didnt seem immersive enough for me. I felt like ive seen this before. Dont get me wrong I recommend anyone
with VR to try it.
Its not as overwhelming as people say but worth the ticket of admission.. Should you watch RWBY: Volume 3?
YES! (But only after the first two)
Should you buy it on Steam?
Heck no.
Should you rent it on Steam?
Only if you want to watch it now.
Is it worth the rental price?
Absolutely.
Are you better off buying a physical copy to enjoy for years to come?
Cetainly.
If you haven't seen Volume 1 and Volume 2, you absolutely need to watch them before this one. Yes, you can go watch them on
a certain video streaming service that starts with an N and not pay four bucks to rent it. I'll wait...
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Okay, now that you watched the first two, you're totally psyched for Volume 3 but you realize that said streaming service doesn't
have it. But you wants it now. You needs it. Like Gollum needs his Precious. What can you do? If you buy it, it won't be here
for at least 24 hours. Fortunately, Steam is here to help.
Rent this.
Then go buy a physical copy and support the heck out of this fantastic franchise. Rooster Teeth's best work, hands down.
BOTTOM LINE - Volume 1 is great, Volume 2 is better, and Volume 3 blows the other ones out of the water.
EDIT: The streaming service I mentioned above no longer has RWBY. Rooster Teeth's website does, however. Also, I now own
this on Steam so that I can stream it everywhere. It was on sale during their summer sale for only like 5 bucks. I couldn't help
myself.. Feels like slay the spire with more need of luck. The process is also slower and less fluent than slay the spire. The price
is lower so....maybe worth for the price.. Good job done on Dragon Truck Design Pack.
NEED: Big maps for ATS DLCs.
Truckers, in ATS, would you like big maps DLCs for ATS ?
In ETS2, they have big maps for Going East ! and Scandinavia. Truckers, do you want to drive truck across the U.S.A.?
We need big map DLCs for ATS.
THANK YOU.
v1.0.16 with Stability Enhancements:
We've again fixed a couple of cases with issues in the application so it should be even more stable than before.
Also we'd like to mention that the reason we don't catch all possible issues in the app is so that we can get reports from the
actual issues when the application is used. This helps use to fix the problems immediately rather than have a general band-aid on
things and assume things work.
Thanks for the reports and keep the suggestions coming!. Version 1.0.1:
We pushed version 1.0.1 out. It has added hotkey support!
We got a request to add a hotkey support to the application since some users do have keyboard in front of them but they still
wanted to use the app and its advanced features, so now it's possible!
Every item has a hotkey selection so you can just set it up and launch whatever features you want with it. Just make sure you
don't put multiple buttons with the same hotkey. It's not supported and there's no error about it at the moment.. v1.0.19 with
Clips:
A small update with a new Twitch button: Create Clip. This should've been added a long time ago but somehow got lost in the
work. If it shows an error 404 it means no stream is running. 401 means you need to re-authorize Twitch from the Settings cog
top right.
We will add an UI to see all the clips you've created so you can go and edit them and view them and post them on chat and
whatnot. Just wanted to get this out there quickly.. v1.0.18 with Keypress time:
New version with a small addition to Keypress: you can now set it to press the keys selected and hold them pressed for a
preselected time. You can also set the time to -1 and it'll wait for you to press the button again and then it'll release the buttons.
Another user request done, what will we do next.... v1.0.20 with Performance Enhancing Substances:
We did say there were performance enhancements in the mobile apps, but we needed to do a bit more. Now the apps work even
nicer after we get this update out.
It will be in two parts: this PC app first so you can get it running, then come the mobile apps. This due to the new mobile app
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not working fully with the old PC app so we need to wait for the updates.
Also we fixed the Pause and Keypress "wait for pressing again" things. Now in Pause zero means "wait until I press again" and
in Keypress zero is "don't wait" and one is "wait until I press again." This is due to not being able to input -1 into the selection as
we previously told you to do. Stupid us.
Twitch Create Clip button now gives a nicer error message if not logged in properly or stream not running.
Also some UI changes, the selection list is on the right so the buttons don't move away when opening edit mode. And animation.
Animations are always nice, I guess.
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